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Klára Szűcs Markovics: 

How do the companies’ decision-makers actually make decisions? 

 

 

Brief summary: The attitude of decision-makers can be rational and irrational but – based on the 

complexity of company decisions – the decision-makers choose from the existing alternatives 

irrationally rather than rationally. Based on this consideration, first of all I will survey the theory 

of rational decision-making and limited rationality and then I will try to find an answer how the 

company decision-makers decide in the everyday business life.  

 

1. Rational decision-making 

 

The first surveys about the decision-making were based on the rationality of decision-makers but 

the authors of these surveys often defined the rationality in a different way. “According to the 

normative definition, an action is rational if it overlaps with the values and conviction of the 

effected person or more exactly if it is logical or consistent in a way that it can be determined in 

an axiom-system.” 
1
 

 

“The theory of rational decision supposes that the processes of decision-making are consistent 

and based on preferences. They are consistent in a meaning that the action depends on the 

forecasts of future effects of ongoing action. The alternatives are defined in the mirror of their 

prospective effect. The decisions are based on preferences in a way how they define the results in 

the mirror of personal preferences. The alternatives are compared to each other based on the 

degree how their expected effects serves the decision-maker’s preferences.  

A procedure is rational if it estimates the effects logically. The decision depends on four basic 

questions: 

 Question of alternatives: what are the possible actions? 

 Question of expectations: what can be the future effects of the certain alternatives; what 

is the possibility of the effects that belong to certain alternatives? 

 Question of preferences: how important are the effects - connected to certain preferences 

– for the decision-maker? 

 Question of the rule of decision-making: how the decision should be made between the 

certain alternatives considering the values of their effects?” 
2
 

 

Nowadays in the psychological literature we can often see such researching results which call our 

attention that the individuals maximize their values. “The style of thinking hides such elements of 

personality that are determinate in handling of the information, at evaluating of alternatives and 

effects and at choosing. Two basic styles of thinking can be separated: systematic and intuitive. 

The systematic decision-makers approach a problem such a way that they structure it according 

to some formal method. They get and estimate the information according to the rules of 

structured method. The intuitive decision-makers try to find a solution by some different methods 

                                                 
1
 Source: Kovács, A.: A gazdasági viselkedés racionalitása; In: Hunyady, Gy. – Székely, M.: Gazdaságpszichológia, 

Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2003, page 125 
2
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and they do not make efforts to structure the information. None of the solutions is better than the 

other, only drives the attention that there can be different ways of rationality.” 
3
 

 

“The advantages and disadvantages of the classical decision model come from the same source. 

The closed system of preconditions makes the establishment of models possible in which 

everything is calculable. The efficiency of decision appears as a problem of optimizing objective 

functions. But the closed system is also a source of disadvantages since the pure preconditions 

that are needed for the classical decision can not be made in the real life.” 
4
 

 

The axioms of rational decision-making are shown on Picture 1. 

 

 
 

Picture 1: The axioms of rational decision-making 

 

The classical decision model is very popular in circle of certain economists and social scientists. 

Of course, the idea is far not new and especially not surprising saying that people prefer useful 

and verisimilar aims instead of useless and unrealistic aims. At the same time, the surveys that 

help to understand the real process of executive decisions show that the decisions made in the 

real life do not follow the classical decision model. Of course, it is not about that the management 

makes irrational, unreasonable decisions on purpose (of course, they make such decisions also), 

                                                 
3
 Source: Fodor, L.: Gazdaságpszichológia szöveggyűjtemény II. Perfekt Kiadó; page 52 

4
 Source: Csepeli, Gy.: A szervezkedő ember; Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2001,  page 229 

The axioms of rational decision-making 

 

Comparability Transitivity Dominance Independence 

 

 

In case of two 

alternatives the 

decision-maker is 

ready to and can 

decide, namely, 

he/she prefers one 

of them. 
 

 

 

 

If “A” is preferred 

over against “B” 

and “B” is 

preferred over 

against “C” than 

the result is that 

“A” is also 

preferred over 

against “C”. 
 

 

If an “A” action 

comes up with a 

result that is 

equally preferred 

as a result of 

another, “B” 

action and in case 

of at least one fact 

when “A” has a 

more preferable 

result then the “A” 

version is the 

dominant. 

 

 

 

The usefulness 

and probability of 

effects must be 

independent from 

each other. 
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the situation is rather shows that because of partially conceptual, partially practical-psychological 

reasons it is impossible to count on the occurrence of speculative situations caused by the 

classical decision model.  

One of the conceptual reasons is that the meaning of desirability is far not clear in real life. 

(Namely, each alternative must be evaluated as per how the interference offered by the alternative 

is desirable and probable.)   

The other conceptual reason is that the total foresight of probability is theoretically impossible. 

The decision-maker, who is meditating on the working chances of certain alternatives, should 

know the probability of events that can intervene in the future that is even limited in that case 

when the intervening events are in relation with the given alternative. The situation is totally 

hopeless in that case when such events intervene that are independent from the given alternative. 

The rationality of classical decision model is limited by the time of which the passing is not 

desirable for the active person but at the same time it is uncontrollable and unstoppable. The third 

reason that limits the validity of classical decision models is that the people are also different in 

the way how they like the safety, computability, tidiness and harmony. Facing the contradicting 

momentums of life, there are some who defer facing as long as they can and try to see the world 

in harmony and without contradictions. Others not just realize the contradictions but they even 

overdo them. There are who like to live adventurously, let’s say dangerously, while others are 

careful, moreover, they abhor of taking risks. That person who rather belongs to the first group 

does not even decide when the situation is ready for decision while that person who rather 

belongs to the other group is rushing with making the decision.
5
  

 

 

2. Limited rationality 

 

“The representatives of the theory of limited rationality highlight the inner (cognitive) limits of 

decision-making. The restraint and costliness of information that is needed for the decision, the 

researching processes that come along with the exploration of alternatives and their effects, the 

limited cognitive skills of people are equally the obstacles of success of perfect rationality: the 

decision-makers do not look for the best alternative, they put their decision on choosing a quite 

good alternative.” 
6
 

 

“According to the theory of limited rationality the skill and capacity of the decision-maker are 

loaded with limits that drive to the violation of the principle of rationality. It is defined by three 

explaining alternatives: 

 The distortions of judgement-making: the probability judgements often strongly distort 

because they are based on heuristics. The heuristics are usually efficient but they drive to 

systematic faults. 

 The faults of problem presentation: the phrasing of decisional problems has significant 

effect on the attitude of human decision-maker.  

                                                 
5
 Source: Csepeli, Gy.: A szervezkedő ember; Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2001, page 229 

6
 Source: Csontos, L.: A racionális döntések elmélete; Osiris – Láthatatlan Kollégium, Budapest, 1998, page 13 
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 The defects of solving the decisional situation: humans are hesitating decision-makers 

who are thrown about conflicts and doubts and who is worried. So the decision-maker’s 

attitude is also modified by his/her motivation.  

 

The rationality is limited if we can not talk about knowledge that extends to everything. It 

happens if: 

 We do not know all of the alternatives; 

 We are unsure regarding the occurrence of important external events; 

 We can not figure out all the effects of our decisions. 

 The decisional mechanisms of limited rationality start functioning that time of which 

there are two important processes: the searching and the intention for satisfaction.  

 

Since the eligible alternatives are often not already given that is why the decision-maker must 

look for those. But the maximization of usefulness is not essential in aspect of the searching 

scheme. If it would not be like that, the decision-maker would need such additional skill that 

would complicate the problem for him/her that is already too complex. According to Simon, 

instead of that, this time the individual makes some aspirations regarding what he/she will 

consider as an acceptable alternative. If he/she finds such alternative, he/she will stop 

searching.”
7
 

 

“The limited rationality does not keep the extremely good, only the quite good scale in view. In 

surveying the situation, the limitation is expressed in the reduction of complexity in the first 

place. Because of the number and complexity of considerable facts, the decision-makers appeal 

simplifying methods that are called decisional heuristics.” 
8
 

 

 

3. How do the corporate decision-makers really make decisions? 

 

“There are several models of organizational decision-making in the decision-theory literature. 

These models differ form each other in the assumptions for the decision-makers they make, and 

regarding the organizational relations between the decision-makers. Based on the above 

mentioned dimensions four different models and decision-making mechanism can be 

differentiated, which reflect different decision-theory approaches.(…) 

 

 The following models can be differentiated: 

 The rational uniform doer approach assumes one-man decision-makers, where the 

decision-maker acts according to the classical economic approach in order to reach 

optimal solution. It is a normative model, and it focuses on the analysis. It assumes that 

all the required information is available or can be provided. All the realizable alternatives 

can be unveiled with feasible costs, and the consequences can be accurately measured. 

Through applying the appropriate quantitative methods usually optimal, corporate profit 

                                                 
7
 Source: Kovács, A.: A gazdasági viselkedés racionalitása; In: Hunyady, Gy. – Székely, M.: Gazdaságpszichológia, 

Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2003, pages 125-128 
8
 Source: Csepeli, Gy.: A szervezkedő ember; Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2001, page 235 
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maximizing decisions can be made, therefore this approach is often called the optimizing 

approach. 

 In the organizational model several decision-makers play an important role in the strategic 

decision-making, who, although act for a common super-ordinate objective, have their 

own goals. They have cognitive barriers; therefore they are manifested as limited rational 

decision-makers. This model assumes that all the required information can not be 

obtained during preparing the decisions; therefore the application of the quantitative 

methods needed to make optimal decisions must be put aside. Problems are usually too 

complex, their uncertainty level is high. The decision-makers do not make attempts to 

find optimal solutions, because the satisfactory solutions also fulfill the organizational 

goals. Usually good results can be reached with the satisfactory approach by rational 

expenditure.  

 The political model is different from the organizational model in the way, that it does not 

acknowledges the existence of a super-ordinate goal, but assumes that everybody follows 

its own goals and interests in the decision-making process. The word “power” is 

determinative under these circumstances, and it is the most effective method of conflict-

management. The managers of the relevant organizational units seek after the 

improvement of their units’ positions with their full influence. (Therefore this model is 

often called the power model.) The interest-enforcement battle of the management 

impresses upon the strategic decision-making process.  

 The behavior-science decision-theory model examines decision-makers, who do not have 

the ability of rationality, and make decisions in order to win time and somehow to reeve 

from one situation to the other. This approach requires significant preparedness in the 

phase of problem identification. Usually the changing and highly uncertain environment 

impresses upon the strategic decisions of the organization. Decision-makers do not have 

enough time and resources to analyze the problems expansively. Decisions are usually 

based on the earlier congregated experiences of the management; the detailed analysis is 

often substituted with intuitive solution.  

 

According to the above mentioned, the models can be grouped through two dimensions. One of 

the arranging theorems is the rate of the goal-consentaneity among the organizational members. 

In the case of similar goals the rational and the limited rational decision-making models can 

appear as relevant models. In the case though, when strong interest-conflict assists among the 

organizational members, the political or the intuitive decision-making become determinant. 

Depending on how much the organizational members seek for rational decisions, the chance of 

application of the different models changes. If the need for rationality is high, the rational or the 

political model becomes dominant, and if no such requirement exists, then the organizational or 

the behavior-science principles will be followed.” 
9
 

 

The characteristics of the organizational decision-making models are shown on Picture 2.  

 

                                                 
9
 Source: Zoltayné Paprika, Z.: Döntéselmélet; Alinea Kiadó, Budapest, 2002. pages 80-81 
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Picture 2: The models of organizational decision-making 

 

“The classical decision-theory is based on the assumption that all the alternatives can be revealed, 

all of their consequences can be measured, obtaining the information does not have barriers, and 

decision-makers are totally rational beings who are lead exclusively by profit maximalization.  

In reality managers do not have any chance to reveal all the possible alternatives, since there 

might be too many alternatives. Additionally, many alternatives do not even emerge. We can 

hardly manage the two extreme cases of probability: the impossible and the unavoidable.  

Usually the very small probabilities are observed a little bit bigger, while the very big 

possibilities somewhat smaller.  

It is futility to think that the consequences of all alternatives can be estimated. If all the 

alternatives would be accessible, and the consequences of all the alternatives would be estimated, 

the requirement can be qualified as absurd for the decision-makers to take into consideration all 

the possible actions before the decision-making. 

All together, the manager has to acquiesce that during the decision-making process only 

imperfect and dissatisfactory information is available. So it is not surprising, that before making 

any decisions, it has to be considered whether an action is needed to be taken or doing nothing is 

better.” 
10
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 Source: Csepeli, Gy.: A szervezkedő ember; Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2001, page 234 

The models of organizational decision-making 

Rational model Organizational 

model 
Political model Behavior-science 

model 

 

 

The decision-

maker acts 

according to the 

classical 

economic 

approach in 

order to reach 

optimal solution 

Several decision-

makers play an 

important role in 

the strategic 

decision-making, 

who, although 

act for a 

common super-

ordinate 

objective, have 

their own goals 

It does not 

acknowledges 

the existence of a 

super-ordinate 

goal, but 

assumes that 

everybody 

follows its own 

goals and 

interests in the 

decision-making 

process 

 

 

It examines 

decision-makers, 

who do not have 

the ability of 

rationality, and 

make decisions 

in order to win 

time 
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However the corporate decision-makers try to make rational decisions, their limited abilities and 

the limited possibilities of the companies hinder them. First of all they do not know wholly the 

consequences of their actions. Their actions may result in unpredictable and undesirable effects. 

Secondly, they do not see the appropriate alternatives of the actions, as well as they cannot build 

the conditions of the realization. The individuals do not make long and exhaustive lists of the 

possible alternatives before decision-making, and even if they would try to, the list would never 

be complete. Therefore people simplify the alternatives and they choose the firstly appearing 

acceptable alternative. Thirdly, several different alternatives may exist before the decision-

making, if the person is not able to arrange them by preferences and he is not able to decide 

which one is the most or less advantageous for him.  

Knowing his rational barriers, the decision-maker simplifies the reality. The determination of the 

circumstances is made based on the preterit experiences (also including prejudices and 

stereotypes) and it reflects a unique and selective view. Most of the individual’s answers are 

routines, i.e. they bring back solutions that worked in the past. Sometimes, though, the difficulties 

of problem-solving must be taken. In this case the individual begins limited researches 

considering the alternatives following the trodden path, and he again chooses the firstly 

acceptable alternative. People do not examine all the possible alternatives, and they do not 

necessarily look for the optimal solution. Instead, they settle for the first appearing acceptable 

possibility. Requirements regarding the solutions pronounced to be appropriate make the basis of 

their circumstance-determination. These requirements change according to the negative and 

positive experiences.
11

 

 

 

Summary 

 

For the concept of decision-making there is no uniform definition in the literature. Generally, 

decision-making is a choosing process, which expands for different possibilities of actions, and it 

results in the decision, i.e. the determination of an action. One of the important characteristics of 

decision-making is that it is objectively determined, but at the same time it is a subjective action. 

The objectivity’s origin is that the decision-maker always takes into consideration the 

organizational capabilities (ex: corporate infrastructure), the conditions determining the decision 

(ex: the available resources) and the socio-economic environment surrounding the company 

during the decision-making. At the same time decision-making is subjective, since decisions are 

always made by individuals.  

People usually make decisions that they do not know its result for sure at the time of the decision-

making; it is especially true in the companies’ life. In the quickly changing economic 

environment corporate decision-makers cannot afford to put off decision-making, moreover a 

dilatory decision may cause huge losses for the company. This might be the reason, why 

economists and psychologists deal with the process of the decision-making, and the subjective 

elements laying behind the decision.  

 

It turns out from the practical researches that corporate decision-makers in reality do not behave 

in a way as it is conceptualized in the theory of rational decisions.   

                                                 
11

 Source: Charles Perrow: Szervezetszociológia; Osiris Kiadó, Budapest, 2002, pages 134-135 
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The decision-makers’ behavior can be rational or irrational in theory, but decision-makers usually 

choose irrationally rather than rationally from the emerging alternatives thanks to the complexity 

of corporate decisions.  On the contrary, decision-theory usually assumes that decision-makers 

are rational, i.e. following an optimizing approach they choose the best alternative in the given 

decision situation. Results achieved in the field of behavioral sciences have showed that the 

behavior of the decision-makers does not always fulfill the requirements of rationality, and they 

can be characterized by limited rationality rather than total rationality. In this case the decision-

maker seeks for a satisfactory solution instead of the optimal one.   
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